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A (0, l&matrix is called graphic if it is a fundamental circuit matrix of a graph. Given 
a (0, 1)-matrix N, the graph-realization problem is (i) to determine whether N is graphic 
and (ii) if graphic, to realize a graph which has N as its fundamental circuit matrix. We 
propose a data structure called a PQ-graph based on PQ-trees and then present an efficient 
algorithm for solving the graph-realization problem by means of PQ-graphs. A running 
time required for the algorithm is O(YOI(Y, k)), where Y is the number of nonzero elements 
of a given (0, 1)-matrix N, k is the number of rows of N and a(., .) is a function defined 
in terms of Akermann’s function. Since the value of a(~, k) is not more than 3 for all 
practical values of Y and k, we can solve the graph-realization problem in a running time 
almost proportional to V, the number of nonzero elements of N. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A (0, 1)-matrix is called graphic if it is a fundamental circuit matrix of a graph. (The 
precise definition of a fundamental circuit matrix of a graph will be given in the next 
section.) Given a (0, 1)-matrix N, the graph-realization problem is 
(i) to determine whether N is graphic and 
(ii) if graphic, to realize a graph which has N as its fundamental circuit matrix. 
The practical importance of the graph-realization problem was recognized about 
twenty years ago in the theory of electric networks [9], while the problem of determining 
whether a given linear programme is reducible to a network problem can also be for- 
mulated as the graph-realization problem (cf. [6,7] and [2]). 
A considerable number of methods have been proposed for solving the graph-realization 
problem up to now (cf. [2, 5, 6, 8, 11, 121 and [13]). H owever, from the point of view of 
computational complexity, most of these methods are not so efficient and seem to be 
improved by employing recently developed data structures [l]. Denoting by m the number 
of columns of a (0, I)-matrix N, Iri’s algorithm [6] requires an O(m6) worst-case running 
time, while Tomizawa has recently proposed an algorithm by describing Tutte’s algorithm 
[12] in a more complete and efficiently computable form and asserts that the worst-case 
running time is O(m3). Also, Bixby and Cunningham [2] have recently proposed an 
O(mv) algorithm along the idea of [12], w h ere Y is the number of nonzero elements of N. 
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In the present paper, we propose a data structure called a PQ-graph based on PQ-trees 
due to Booth and Lueker [3]. Using PQ-graphs, we present an efficient algorithm for 
solving the graph-realization problem which requires a running time almost proportional 
to the number of nonzero elements of a given (0, I)-matrix N. A summary of this paper 
was presented in [4]. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
Let G( V, A; a+, a-) be a graph with a vertex set V, an arc set A and functions a+, 
8: A + v. Here, for an arc a E A, 2fa and 2-a are end-vertices of a and they are, 
respectively, called the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of a. Such a graph is sometimes 
called a directed graph. The graph is sometimes denoted by G( V, A) or more simply by G 
if there is no possibility of confusion. If, for each a E A, we are concerned with the set 
(2+a, 2-a} but not with the ordered pair (2+a, 2-a) of the end-vertices of a, then we call 
the graph G an undirected graph and we use the term “edge” instead of “arc.” 
Apath in a (directed or undirected) graph G( V, A) is a sequence (v,,, a,, v,, a2,..., a,, vn), 
with possible repetition, of vertices vi (0 < i < n) and arcs or edges ai (1 < i < n) such 
that 
{2+a, , 2-ai} = (vi-I , vi} (1 < i < n), 
where v,, and v,, are called end-vertices of the path. When n = 0, the path is degenerate. 
A closed path is a path whose end-vertices coincide with each other. A path is called 
elementary if it traverses each vertex at most once. Furthermore, suppose that the sequence 
(vi3 , al , v1 , a2 ,..-, a, , v,) is a path in a directed graph G. For each i = 1, 2,..., n, if 
2+ai = vi-r and a-ai = vi , then we say that ai is in the positive direction of the path, or 
else, ai is in the negative direction. If, for each i = I,2 ,..., n, ai is in the positive direction 
of the path, then the path is called a directed path from v,, to v, , and vs and v, are, 
respectively, called the initial vertex and the terminal vertex of the path. A directed graph 
with no directed closed paths is called acyclic. Also, when 2fa = v+ and a-a = v- for 
an arc a and vertices vu+ and v-, we say that co+ is adjacent to v- and v- is adjacent from v+. 
Let G( V, E) be an undirected graph with a vertex set V and an edge set E. A set of edges 
of an elementary closed path in G is called a circuit in G. A tree in G is a maximal set of 
edges which does not contain any circuits. The complement, in the edge set E, of a tree is 
called a cotree. When a tree or a cotree is given, an edge of the tree or the cotree is some- 
times called a tree-edge or a cotree-edge. For a tree T in G and an edge e E E - T, there 
exists a unique circuit in T U {e}, which is denoted by C*(T 1 e) and called afundamental 
circuit with respect to the tree T and the edge e in the cotree E - T. The system of circuits 
(C*( T 1 e): e E E - T) is called the fundamental system of circuits with respect to the tree T. 
Suppose that T = (e, , e2 ,..., e,} and E - T = {e,,, , e,,, ,..., e,+k}. Then the funda- 
mental circuit matrix with respect to the tree T is a k x m matrix with the (i, j)-element cii 
given by 
cij = 1 if e, E C*(T 1 e,,,), 
= 0 otherwise (i = 1, 2 ,..., k; j = 1, 2 ,..., m). 
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Each column of a fundamental circuit matrix corresponds to an edge of the tree with 
respect to which the fundamental circuit matrix is defined, and each row corresponds to 
an edge of the associated cotree or to a fundamental circuit. 
A graph G( V, E) is connected if for any vertices zii and vz in If there is a path with its 
end-vertices zli and r+ . A graph G(V, E) is 2-connected if, for any proper dissection 
(El , Ez} of the edge set E, there is a circuit C such that C n El # .“I and C n E2 j; ; , 
where for any set D a proper dissection {Dl , D,} of D is a partition of the set D into two 
subsets D, and D, such that D, # O, D, # @, D, u D, = D and D, u D, =- i: . 
Let G,( V, E) and G,( V, E) be 2- connected graphs with the same vertex set I/’ and the 
same edge set E. The graphs G, and G, are said to be 2-isomorphic with each other if the 
set of all the circuits in G, and the set of all the circuits in G, are the same. 
For a 2-connected graph G( I’, E), let {E, , E,) be a proper dissection of the edge set E 
and let Vi be the set of end-vertices of edges in Ei for i = 1,2. The set Vi n V, is called 
the set of attachment vertices of the subgraph G,(V, , El) (and G,(Vz , Ez)) of the graph 
G( C’, E). If / Vi n V, / = 2, then Gi and G, are called two-terminalsubgruphs of G, where 
j . / denotes the cardinality. 
AfundumentuEputh in an acyclic graph is a path P = (Pi , Pz) composed of its subpaths 
Pi and Pz with possible repetition of arcs, where, letting P2 be the path in reverse order 
of Pz, PI and P, are directed (possibly degenerate) paths whose terminal vertices coincide 
with each other. The terminal vertex is called the turning vertex of P. As shown in Fig. 1, 
let P, and Pz be directed paths from the vertex u1 to u* and from the vertex u, to u*, 
respectively, and let Pz be the reversion of P, . Then the composition P = (P, , P$) of 
the paths P, and P$ is a fundamental path and u* is the turning vertex of P. The notion of 
a fundamental path will be used for a data structure called a PQ-graph. (PQ-graphs will be 
defined in Section 3.) A fundamental path corresponds to a fundamental circuit in a graph 
expressed by the PQ-graph. 
A rooted directed tree T is a directed graph with a distinguished vertex, called the root 
of T, such that the root is adjacent to no vertex and each vertex except for the root is 
adjacent to one and only one vertex. A vertex of T which is adjacent from no vertex is 
called a leaf of T. A rooted directed tree will be used for expressing a PQ-tree [3]. 
Sow, let N be a /z x m (0, l)- ma t rix whose graph-realizability should be decerned. !\ie 
suppose that there is at least one nonzero element in each row and each column of N. Let 
R and S be the set of rows and columns of N, respectively. Denote the (r, s)-element of 11 
by aV(~, s), Y(S) or s(r) for Y E R and s E 5’. We regard each row Y c R as a fundamental 
circuit or the corresponding cotree-edge and each column s E S as a tree-edge, even if N is 
non-graphic. ,4 fundamental circuit Y E R will be simply called a circuit. Also, we suppose 
FIG. 1. An example of a:fundamental path. 
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that the information about the (0, 1) -matrix N is expressed by a bipartite graph, where 
every nonzero element of N corresponds to an edge of the bipartite graph. 
A subset K of R is called connected if for every proper dissection (Ki , K2} of K we have 
(s I s E S, 3 E K,: s(r) = l> n {S 1 s E S, 3~ E K,: S(Y) = 1) + a. 
A ‘sequence (Y,, , rl ,..., Y,) of circuits ri E R is called sequentially connected if, for each 
i = 0, I,..., n, {rO , rl ,..., ri} is connected. We suppose without loss of generality that 
(ro , Yl I..*> rk-i) is a sequentially connected sequence of all the circuits of R, since we can 
decompose R into maximal connected subsets and generate sequentially connected 
sequences for the connected subsets in a total running time proportional to the number of 
nonzero elements of N and since N is graphic if and only if all the submatrices corre- 
sponding to maximal connected subsets of R are graphic. 
Moreover, we adopt the following notations. For each i = 0, I,..., R - 1, 
S*(Y,) = {s / s E s, Yf(S) = l}, (2.1) 
P(YJ = S*(Y~) n u S*(yJ , 
I i j<i 
(24 
U(YJ = S*(Y,) - 7r(Yi), (2.3) 
U(Y~ , YJ = S*(Y,) n u(yi) (j <i). (2.4) 
Here, S*(rJ is the set of tree-edges of the circuit ri , n(rJ is the set of tree-edges, of the 
circuit ri , contained in at least one circuit rl (I < i), u(ri) is the set of tree-edges, of the 
circuit ri , contained in no circuits rL (I < i), and U(Y, , rj) is the set of tree-edges, of the 
circuit ri , contained in the circuit rj but in no circuits rl (I < j). 
3. PQ-GRAPH 
The PQ-tree data structure is proposed in [3] and effectively applied to several com- 
binatorial problems. In the present paper, definitions and terminology concerned with 
PQ-trees almost follow [3], though we use the term “vertex” instead of “node” used in [3]. 
Given a universal set U, a PQ-tree over U is a rooted directed tree whose leaves are 
elements of U and whose nonleaf vertices are labeled either P or Q. A vertex labeled P 
is called a P-vertex and a vertex labeled Q a Q-vertex. Vertices vi’s adjacent to a vertex v 
are called children of v and v is called a parent of vi’s. The root has no parent and the 
leaves have no child. For each nonleaf vertex, admissible linear arrangements (or permuta- 
tions) of the children are specified as follows: 
(i) for a P-vertex, every linear arrangement of the children is admissible, 
(ii) for a Q-vertex, only two linear arrangements defined on the children, one being 
the reversion of the other, are admissible. 
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If we choose an admissible linear arrangement of the children of each nonleaf vertex, then 
it induces, in a natural manner, a linear arrangement of the elements of the universal set L’, 
the set of the leaves. A linear arrangement of the elements of U induced in such a way is 
called admissible for the PQ-tree. A PQ-tree thus represents a class of admissible linear 
arrangements of the elements of U efficiently. 
Furthermore, given a subset W of U and a PQ-tree T over C, Booth and Lueker [3] 
provide an efficient method 
(i) for determining whether there exists at least one linear arrangement which is 
admissible for the PQ-tree T and in which elements of Ware consecutive and 
(ii) (if such a linear arrangement exists) for constructing a new PQ-tree T’ such that 
the set of all the linear arrangements admissible for T’ coincides with that of all the linear 
arrangements which are admissible for T and in which the elements of W arc consecutive. 
‘l‘hc new /‘Q-tree ‘7” is called the W-reduction of T and we say that T’ is obtained bv 
reducing T by W. 
We propose a data structure, called a PQ-graph, based on PQ-trees, which provides a 
foundation for an efficient algorithm for solving the graph-realization problem. A PQ-graph 
G over an universal set Li is a directed graph satisfying (Al)-(A4): 
(Al) G consists of disjoint PQ-trees Ti (i = 0, l,..., n) and arcs connecting distinct 
&)-trees. Each element of U is a leaf of some PQ-tree. 
(A2) The leaves of each PQ-tree Ti (i = 0, l,..., n) are distinguished vertices called 
brrrnching vertices, two distinguished vertices called heads and some elements of C- except 
that TO does not contain heads. Two heads of a PQ-tree are always consecutive tier an! 
linear arrangements admissible for the PQ-tree. 
(A3) Each head of a PQ-tree is adjacent to one and only one branching vertex in the 
other PO-tree, while each branching vertex is adjacent from at least one head. 
(A4) The directed graph obtained by shrinking every PQ-tree into a single vcrtcx is 
acyclic. (Such a shrunk graph is denoted by e against the original PQ-graph G and the 
labels of the vertices of G are those of corresponding PQ-trees in G.) 
Figure 2 shows a PQ-graph G and the shrunk graph e, where a P-vertex is denoted by 
0 and a Q-vertex by o, and their children are written inside them. -Use, a branching 
6 
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q 
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(12) 3 
FIG. 3(a). A neutral Q-vertex q. 
FIG. 3(b). A two-terminal tree. 
vertex is denoted by b and a pair of heads by n-n. This way of representing PQ-graphs 
will be also adopted for the examples in Section 6. 
We call a Q-vertex 4 of a PQ-tree a neutruZQ-vertex if Q has three children two of which 
are branching vertices at the both ends of q. (See Fig. 3a.) Also, we call a PQ-tree T 
a two-tuminal tree if T has a root q being a Q-vertex, q has three children two of which are 
branching vertices at the both ends of q and one of which is a P-vertex p, and p has two 
children, the heads of T. (See Fig. 3b.) 
For the sake of reducing the required running time, we adopt the following (Bl)-(B3): 
(Bl) Branching vertices which are consecutive children of a Q-vertex are replaced by a 
single new branching vertex and all the arcs incident to those branching vertices are made 
incident to the new one. 
(B2) For a branching vertex b and a head h which are consecutive children of aQ-vertex, 
the vertex b is removed and all the arcs incident to b are made incident to the branching 
vertex adjacent from the head h. 
(B3) If a parent of a neutral Q-vertex is also a neutral Q-vertex, these neutral Q-vertices 
should be replaced by a single neutral Q-vertex. (See Fig. 4.) 
Moreover, let T be a PQ-tree in the PQ-graph G and W be a union of a subset of U in 
the PQ-tree T and a (possibly empty) set of branching vertices and heads in T. In this 
case, W-reduction T’ of T is a new PQ-tree, linear arrangements admissible for which are 
exactly those which are admissible for the original T and in which the elements of W are 
consecutive, where any branching vertices not in Ware allowed to be among the elements 
of w. 
By the following (Cl) and (C2), a PQ-graph G over U determines a class of graphs G 
having a tree-edge set U, each corresponding to a choice of a set of admissible linear 
arrangements for the PQ-trees in G. 
(Cl) For each PQ-tree in G, carry out the following (I) and (II). 
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a1 “? a1 a,$ d, ,‘? + .;: 
FIG. 4. Operations (Bl), (B2) and (B3). 
(I) Choose a linear arrangement (denote it by L) of the leaves which is admissible 
for the PQ-tree.If the linear arrangement L contains heads, then insert a new distinguished 
element between the heads in L. Then replace the consecutive branching vertices by a 
single branching vertex and, if a branching vertex and a head are consecutive, replace them 
by the head and, according to the replacement, make each arc (as a pointer) incident to a 
replaced branching vertex be incident to the replacing branching vertex or head. Denote 
the resultant linear arrangement byl. TheL can be expressed as a sequence 
t = (?I0 ) a, ) u1 , u2 ,...) a, ) q), (3.1) 
where zji (i = 0, l,..., 1) are branching vertices or a head, though some wi’s may be missing 
ine, and a, (; = 1, 2 ,..., 1) are elements of U in L or the new distinguished element between 
heads. If v,i is missing inE of (3.1) for some i = 0, l,... , E, then insert a new element as v:i . 
(II) Construct a path which is represented by the sequence (3.1) where {v,, vi,..., z*) 
is the set of vertices and {a, , a2 , . . . . uL} is the set of edges of the path. If the PQ-tree under 
consideration is not a two-terminal tree, then add an edge with the end-vertices v0 and P!! , 
which will be a cotree-edge, to the path. 
(C2) By carrying out (Cl), we have now obtained a graph consisting of (closed) paths, 
each corresponding to a P&-tree in G, and arcs (or pointers) connecting distinct (closed) 
paths. Open all the edges which correspond to the distinguished edges between heads and 
short all the arcs (or pointers) connecting distinct (closed) paths. 
The procedure of (Cl) and (C2) applied to the PQ-graph shown in Fig. 2 is illustrated in 
Fig. 5. The (Cl) and (C2) are carried out when it is required to construct graphs repre- 
senting a given graphic (0, 1)-matrix. 
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6 
.--------. 
(1) (11) 
FIG. 5. (I): a graph obtained by applying the procedure (Cl) to the PQ-graph G in Fig. 2; 
and (II): a graph G obtained by the procedure (C2). 
Every PQ-graph, appearing in the course of carrying out the algorithm presented in the 
next section, determines a class of graphs 2-isomorphic with one another. 
4. ALGORITHM FOR THE GRAPH-REALIZATION PROBLEM 
In this section, we shall propose an efficient algorithm for solving the graph-realization 
problem. 
4.1 An Outline of the Algorithm 
For the sequentially connected sequence (r, , y1 ,..., rk-i) of fundamental circuits of N, 
we can easily see that 
(i) if N is graphic, then for each i = 0, l,..., K - 1 there exists a graph whose 
fundamental system of circuits are (r,, , r1 ,..., ri), 
(ii) if there exists a graph ei whose fundamental system of circuits are (ra, ri,..., Y&, 
then there exists a graph e,+r whose fundamental system of circuits are (r,, , Y, ,..., ri) 
if and only if there is a graph c? such that (.?: is 2-isomorphic with ei and the edges of 
r(ri) defined by (2.2) form an elementary path in CT. 
Therefore, we can consider a (not efficient) method for solving the graph-realization 
problem as follows. 
lo Construct a graph (?r composed of the circuit r, , where the order of the edges of the 
circuit r, is arbitrary. Set i t 1. 
2” If i = k, then the algorithm terminates and N is graphic. 
3” Find a graph GF which is 2- isomorphic with ed and in which the edges of T(Y~) form 
an elementary path. If such a graph c: does not exist, then the algorithm terminates and N 
is not graphic. 
4” Connect the end-vertices of the path, in c?, formed by r(ri) to each other by an 
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arbitrary elementary path formed by the edges of u(ri) defined by (2.3) and the cotree-edge 
corresponding to the circuit ri . Denote the resultant graph by G,+.i . 
5” Put i + i + 1 and go back to Step 2”. 
The correctness of the above method is clear but it seems difficult to carry out Step 3 
efficiently without any sophisticated data structure. 
In order to carry out Step 3” efficiently, we shall use PQ-graphs. A PQ-graph G, 
expresses a class of graphs which are 2-isomorphic with the graph Gj of Step 3”. The next 
PQ-graph G+, is efficiently constructed and expresses a class of graphs which are 
2-isomorphic with the graph G,,r of Step 4”. 
An efficient algorithm is given as follows. 
Algorithm (An Outline) 
1” Construct a PQ-tree labeled r, with a root which is a P-vertex and has the elements of 
S*(r*), defined by (2.1), as its children. Put 
G, +- a PQ-graph consisting of the PQ-tree r0 alone, 
i+- I. 
2 If i -= k, then the algorithm terminates and N is graphic. 
3”-1 (Finding a Fundamental Path) In the shrunk graph Gi of the PQ-graph G, , find 
a minimal fundamental path Pi traversing all the vertices which correspond to the 
P&-trees containing elements of S*(r& where use is made of the labels 1 and d on 
PQ-trees. If such a fundamental path does not exist, then the algorithm terminates and h 
is not graphic; or else, determine the “type” of Pi . (There are eight possible types. See 
Fig. 6.) 
3”-2 (Reducing PQ-trees) Reduce each PQ-tree corresponding to a vertex in P, to 
obtain a PQ-graph G* such that the graphs generated by G* are exactly those generated 
by G, in which the elements of ~T(YJ form the edge set of elementary paths. If such a 
reduction is impossible, then the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic; or else, 
insert branching vertices b$ and b,% and, if necessary, a neutral Q-vertex such that bz and 
bz become end-vertices of a path with the edge set n(r,) in every graph generated by G*. 
(A new two-terminal tree may be introduced except for the case of types 0, 1 and 4.) 
Denote the resultant PQ-graph by G* again. 
4” Construct a PQ-tree, labeled ri , such that its root is a P-vertex, the children of the 
root are the elements of ~(YJ and a P-vertex p, and the children of the P-vertex p are the 
heads h$ and hX , where, if u(rJ is empty, let the P-vertexp be the root of the PQ-tree 7i 
Put 
Gi.il c a PQ-graph consisting of the PQ-graph G+, the PQ-tree ri and the arcs 
(h$ , b;) (i = 1,217 
Z(rj) +- max(I(r,cjj) -+ 1 \j = 1, 2}, 
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0: q*e . . . .-w---a u** 
1: ",*-...~:;-,j&+ . ..<:-)+... -""  
2: ",++4&.+ .?L+L . ..- "*+ 
5: 
ul*~~:.~:;:~...-Q’..ja--.. -u** 
-- 
. 
6: 
“‘*“~: -y>“* 
7: u,*o-r--, . . . 
-I2c 
"1 
‘4, ’ 
u2*h+o-e. . . 
"2. 
W2f 
FIG. 6. Types of fundamental paths Pi determined in Step 3”-1. 
where, for each j = 1, 2, yitj) is the PQ-tree which contains the branching vertex bj$ . 
Also, put 
d+(ri) +- 1 
+ -2 
if jib) = yih) , 
if t3/pe = 0 or 1 and ricI) # ri(a) , 
+ 2 otherwise. 
5” Set i + i + 1 and go back to Step 2”. 
Steps 3”-1 and 3”-2 are the most involved part of the algorithm and the details are given 
in subsections 4.2 and 4.3, respectively. It may be helpful for reading subsections 4.2 and 
4.3 if readers refer to examples in Section 6. 
4.2 Finding a Fundamental Path 
It should be noted that, for the label I determined in Steps lo and 4”, Z(ri) is equal to the 
maximum number of arcs in directed paths from the vertex ri to the vertex r, in ei , where 
arcs entering into two-terminal trees are not counted. 
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Let us define C&‘(U) for each PQ-tree u in Gi by 
d!-(u) 1 if the vertex u is adjacent to one and only one vertex in Gi, 
=~- -2 if d+(u) = -2 or if d+(u) = 1 and the vertex u is adjacent to 
distinct vertices in Gi , 
= 2 otherwise. 
Note that did-(u) j: d+(u) only if d+(u) = I and rule (B2) d escribed in Section 3 is applied. 
Also, note that we do not actually prepare the label di+ since for each u the value of d*+(u) 
is found in a constant running time if necessary. When di+(u) = I, P+(U) denotes the 
vertex, in Gj , adjacent from u and, when di+(u) = -2 or 2, Pi+(u) (i = 1, 2) denote the 
vertices, in Gi , adjacent from u such that &P,+(u)) >, Z(T’a+(u)). 
Kow, let K be the set of the PQ-trees in Gi containing the elements of S*(r,). Xote that 
one of the end-vertices of the fundamental path Pi should have the maximum value of I 
among K. 
We find, in Step 3”-1, the required fundamental path Pi in Gi by extending a directed 
path, starting from a degenerate path composed of an end-vertex of Pi alone, according to 
the following rules. 
Let u be the terminal vertex of a temporarily constructed directed path P, in Gi and 1’ 
be the minimum value of Z(v) among V’S in K. 
Huk I : If d,-(u) == 1, then extend Pi from u to the vertex F(U). 
Rule 2: If dj e(u) = -2, then let uj = I’;+(u) (j = 1, 2) and let b, be the branching 
vertex, in the PO-tree u1 , adjacent from a head of the PQ-tree u. 
(2-l) If In = I*, then extend Pi from u to the vertex ui , 
(2-2) else, if the elements of a subset of S*(r,) exists consecutively between a head 
of ui and the branching vertex b, , then extend P, from u to ui , 
(2-3) else. extend P, from u to ua . 
Rule 3: If di (u) := 2, then for eachj = 1,2 let uj - Pj.-(u) and let hi be the branching 
vertes. in the PC)-tree uj , adjacent from a head of u. 
(3-1 j If neither ui nor ua is in K, then if Z(u,) .> 1*, then stop (the algorithm 
terminates and S is not graphic), else, extend Pi from u to uz , 
(3-2) else, if either ui or ua is in K, then extend Pi from u to either ui or u2 which 
contains an element of S*(rJ, 
(3-3) else (both ui and uz are in K), then there are the following three possible 
cases (1)-(X11), i.e., letting Aj (J’ = 1, 2) be two propositions defined by 
A4, = “the elements of U(Y~ , ui) exist exactly between the branching 
vertex hj and a head of uj” (J’ = 1, 2), 
(1) neither i2, nor A, is true, 
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(II) either A, or A, is true, and 
(III) both A, and A, are true. 
In case of 
(I): stop (the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic), 
(II): extend Pi from u to uj , where j corresponds to the true proposition A,, 
(III): if n(u) # 0 { U(r, , r) ( r E K, Z(r) < Z(u)), 
then stop (the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic), else, extend Pi from u to both ur 
and us , connect u1 with ua by the fundamental path P, , where u = r, (but this process is 
not actually performed and the attachment of P, is hypothetical only for Pi to form a 
complete fundamental path), and set V* +- u and wj” c uj (j = 1,2). 
Now, Step 3”-1 is given in more detail as follows. 
Step 3”-1: Finding a Fundamental Path 
(1) K +- a set of the (labels of) PQ-trees in Gi which contain elements of S*(r,), 
u* + an element of K which maximizes the value of 1 among K, 
I* + the minimum value of 1 on K, 
Pi +- a degenerate path, in Gi , consisting of the vertex U* alone, 
type + 0, 
q” +- 0. 
(q* = 0 means that the present Pi is an elementary (non-closed) path, and q* = 1 means 
its negation.) 
(2) Extend Pi according to Rules l-3 and repeat the process until 
(2-l) the process stops by the application of Rule 3, 
(2-2) Case (III) of (3-3) of Rule 3 occurs and the process does not stop, or 
(2-3) the terminal vertex u* of Pi satisfies Z(u*) < I*. 
In case of 
(2-l): the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic, 
(2-2): put type+- 1 and q* t 1 and go to (3), 
(2-3): go to (3). 
(3) If all the elements of K are (the labels of) the vertices of Pi , then go to Step 3”-2, 
else, set 
K +- the set of the elements of K not in the vertex set of Pi , 
u* + an element of K which maximizes the value of 1 among K, 
Qi c- a degenerate path, in Gi , consisting of the vertex u* alone. 
If q* = 1, then go to (5). 
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(4) Extend Qi according to Rules l-3 and repeat the process until 
(4-l) Qi reaches a vertex, say v*, of Pi or 
(4-2) the terminal vertex u* of Qi satisfies Z(u*) < 2”. 
If there is an element of K which is (the label of) a vertex neither in Pi nor in Qi , 
then the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic. 
In case of 
(4-l): put type t 2 and go to Step 3”-2, 
(4-2): extend Pi andQi according to Rules l-3 until the two paths meet each other, 
where either Pi or Q( whose terminal vertex has a value of I greater than or equal to the 
other should be extended. 
If we can not make Pi and Qi meet each other, then the algorithm terminates and N is 
not graphic. 
When we can make Pi and Qi meet each other, there are two possible cases: 
(4-2-l): for a vertex z$ in Pi and a vertex z$ in Qi which are, respectively, 
adjacent to the terminal vertices of Pi and Qi , there hold 
&+(v,*) = &+(vz) = 2 or -2, 
(4-2-2): otherwise. 
In case of 
(4-2-l): let B, (resp. B,) be th e set of the branching vertices adjacent from the 
heads of vt (resp. T$). 
If B, = B, , then wj” = P,+(v,*) (i = 1,2) are both candidates 
for the meeting vertex of Pi and Qi , and put 
type +- 7 and go to Step 3”-2, 
else, if j B, n B, ( = 1, then let the meeting vertex, say v*, 
of Pi and Qi be the vertex corresponding to the PQ-tree containing 
the branching vertex in B, n B, , put type c 6 and go to Step 3”-2, 
else, the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic; 
(4-2-2): the meeting vertex, say v*, of Pi and Qi is uniquely determined and put 
t-ype t 6 and go to Step 3”-2. 
(5) Extend Qi according to Rules l-3 and repeat the process until 
(5-l) Qi reaches a vertex, say x*, of Pi which lies between UC and v* including vu*, 
(5-2) Qi reaches either wz or w,*, 
(5-3) Qi can reach both w: and w$, 
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(5-4) Qi reaches the other vertex of Pi or the terminal vertex u* of Qi satisfies 
Z(u*) < Z(wz*), or 
(5-5) Case (III) of (3-3) of Rule 3 occurs. 
In case of (5-4) or (5-5) or if there is an element of K which lies neither on Pi nor on 
Qi , then the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic. 
In case of 
(5-l): put type t 3 and go to Step 3”-2, 
(5-2): extend Qi to the vertex, either wf or wt, which can be reached by the present 
Qi , put type t 4 and go to Step 3”-2, 
(5-3): let u* be the vertex ofQi adjacent to w: and w.$ and let B, (resp. B2) be the set 
of branching vertices adjacent from the heads of V* (resp. u*). 
If B, = B, , then extend Qi from u* to both wt and w,*, 
put type + 5 and go to Step 3”-2, 
else, if 1 B, n B, 1 = 1, then extend Qi from U* to the 
vertex corresponding to the PQ-tree containing the branching vertex in 
B, n B, , put type +- 4 and go to Step 3”-2, 
else (B, n B, = @ ), then the algorithm terminates and N is 
not graphic. 
(The end of Step 3”-1.) 
After carrying out Step 3”-1, we put Pi and Qi together and denote it by Pi again. 
Fig. 6 shows the fundamental paths of all the types extracted by Step 3”-1. 
4.3 Reducing PQ- Trees 
In carrying out Step 3”-2, the points are the following (Dl)-(D3). 
(Dl) We proceed from the PQ-tree, corresponding to the turning vertex of Pi , to those 
PQ-trees which have greater values of 1. 
(D2) Suppose that, for the PQ-graph G, , subsets V and W of the ground set U are, 
respectively, contained in PQ-trees v and w and that the elements of V w IV form a path 
in every graph generated by Gi . Then, there are essentially the following three cases (see 
Fig. 7): 
(i) there are two branching vertices b, and b, , in the PQ-tree w, adjacent from the 
heads of z, such that b, , b, and the elements of 1V are consecutive with b, and b, being at 
the both ends of Win every linear arrangement admissible for w and the elements of V 
and the pair of heads of z, are consecutive in every linear arrangement admissible for v, 
(ii) there is a branching vertex b, in the PQ-tree w, adjacent from a head h of v such 
that b (resp. A) and the elements of W(resp. V) are consecutive with b (resp. h) being at an 
end of W (resp. V) in every linear arrangement admissible for w (resp. v), 
(iii) a head h of v and a head h* of w are adjacent to one and the same branching 
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(T-i--4_) 5 
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(i) 
(iii) 
FIG. 7. Examples of cases (i), (ii) and (iii) of (D2), where I/- it, 21 and W = (3<4}. 
vertex and h (resp. A*) and the elements of I/ (resp. W) are consecutive with h (resp. h*) 
being at an end of I/ (resp. W) in every linear arrangement admissible for u (resp. w). 
(D3) Suppose that, in the PQ-graph Gi , the heads h, and ha of a PQ-tree 21 and the 
heads 15: and kz of a PQ-tree w are adjacent to the same branching vertices b, and h, , 
that the parent of h, and h, (resp. h: and @) is a P-vertex, and that the PQ-tree u (resp. W) 
contains elements of S*(r,). Then, if the PQ-graph Gi+r is constructed, it includes a new 
two-terminal tree t such that the heads of t are adjacent to b, and b, and that h, and h, 
(resp. h: and h,*) are adjacent to the branching vertices of t. (Cf. Example 3 in Section 6. 
This corresponds to the fact that two two-terminal subgraphs with a common set of 
attachment vertices merge into a single two-terminal subgraph by an addition of an edge 
connecting the two two-terminal subgraphs.) 
Now, we describe a procedure for the case of type = 0, which is basic in Step 3”-2. 
In the course of carrying out Step 3”-2, if a specifid reduction is impossible, then the 
algorithm terminates and N is not graphic. 
Step 3”-2: Reducing PQ-Trees 
In case of type = 0. 
(1) Set u + the terminal vertex of Pi and 0 t U(yi , u). 
(2) If u = uf, then reduce the PQ-tree u by 0, insert the branching vertices bz and bz 
such that bz and bk are at the both ends of the consecutive elements of 0 (if necessary, 
insert a neutral Q-vertex having branching vertices bz and b&) and go to Step 4”, 
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else (u # @), set 
a+- u, 
u t (the label of) the vertex adjacent to u in Pi . 
(3) If&+(u) = 1, th en reduce the PQ-tree zi by 0 such that at least one of the branching 
vertices b, and b, in a adjacent from the heads of u is at an end of 0 for every linear 
arrangement admissible for a. 
If b, and b, are at the both ends of 0, then set UC U(ri , u) U {the heads of u> and go 
back to (2), else, insert a branching vertex b,: at the end of 0 opposite to b, or b, which is 
at an end of 0, and 
if either b, or b, is at an end of 0 for every linear arrangement admissible for zi, 
then let b be one of b, and b, which is at the end of t*i and set p* t 1, 
else (both b, and b, can be at an end of o), setp* +- 2. 
(4) If &+(u) = 2, then let b be the branching vertex in zi adjacent from a head of u. 
Reduce the PQ-tree a by r? such that b is at an end of 0 for all linear arrangements 
admissible for zi. Insert a branching vertex bz at the end of 0 opposite to b and set 
p*+l. 
(5) If d,+(u) = -2, then 
if a head h of u and a head R of zi are adjacent to one and the same branching vertex, 
then consider hypothetically that h is adjacent to h (b is a branching vertex 
in zi and C&+(U) = 1) and proceed in the same manner as (3), 
else, proceed in the same manner as (4). 
(The following procedure is brought to effect when the branching vertex bi*, exists.) 
(6) Ifp* = 1, 
then set i? t the head of u adjacent to b, and h +- fi, 
else, set fit the pair of the heads of u. 
(7) Settitziandzicu. 
(8) If 22 = UT, then reduce the PQ-tree ti by U(ri , zi) such that A is at an end of 
lJ(ri , a) and insert a branching vertex b$ at the other end of U(ri , zi). 
Ifp* = 2, then do (8-I)-(8-3): 
(8-l) if the parent of fi is a P-vertex, then remove the parent $ of fi and make the 
parent of $ (a Q-vertex) be the parent of I?, where the order of the pair fi of the 
heads is arbitrary; 
(8-2) let ); be the head of zi which is at an end of U(ri , zi); 
(8-3) if the PQ-tree g is a two-terminal tree, 
then let 6 be the branching vertex, in ?I; adjacent from A, reduce the two- 
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terminal tree u such that the branching vertex 6 and the head F; are conse- 
cutive, apply the rule (B2), and delete the tree U, 
else, reduce the PQ-tree u such that the branching vertex, in U, adjacent from 
R is at the end of U(i(r$ , U) opposite to h or b: if bz?; is in U. 
Go to Step 4”. 
(9) If zi f @, then set u +- the vertex adjacent to zi in Pi . 
(10) If d{+(u) = 1, then do (lo-l)-(10-3): 
(10-l) reduce the PQ-tree zi by U(r, , a) such that at least one 
of the branching vertices b, and b, in ti adjacent from the heads of u is at an 
end of U(rl , ti) and that r? is at the other end of U(Y~ , 6); 
(10-2) if p* = 2, then 
if the PQ-tree zi is a two-terminal tree, 
then let %1 be one of the heads in I? (choose it arbitrarily) and reduce the 
the PQ-tree u such that the branching vertex adjacent from R is at the end 
of U(yi , S) opposite to h or b; if bz is in E, 
else, proceed in the same manner as (8-l)-(8-3); 
(10-3) if either b, or 6, is at an end of U(r, , a) (opposite to A), 
then let b be the branching vertex at an end of U(r, , 5) and set p* t 1, 
else (both b, and b, can be at an end of U(T~ , zi)), set p* c 2. 
(11) If d,+(u) :: 2, then let b be the branching vertex in zi adjacent from a head of u 
and reduce the PQ-tree z? by U(Y( , fi) such that b is at an end of U(ri , zi) and that I? is at 
the other end of U(r, , zi), and 
if p* = 2. then proceed in the same manner as (8-l)-(8-3) and 
set p X+-l. 
(12) If d,+(u) ~= -2, then if no head of u is adjacent to b,, , 
then proceed in the same manner as (II), 
else, reduce the PQ-tree zi by U(ri , a) such that fi is at an end of U(ri , li), 
an 
if pd* =- 2, then proceed in the same manner as (8-l)-(8-3) 
if the branching vertex in zi adjacent from a head of u is aiso at the end of 
C(r, , 22) opposite to A, 
then set r”i +- U(r, , U) u (the heads of U> 
(here, the label bz disappears) 
and go back to (2), 
else, set b +- bg , insert a new branching vertex at the 
end of U(yi , zi) opposite to l? and set 
bi*; +- the label of the new branching vertex, 
P *+- 1. 
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(13) If b,*, is not in zi, then put I; + A. Go back to (6). 
(The end of the case of ty$e = 0.) 
Next, we show a procedure for the case of type = 2. (A procedure for the case of 
type = 1 is similar to the procedure for the case of type = 0.) 
In case of type = 2. 
(14) Starting from the PQ-tree corresponding to the turning vertex of Pi, proceed in 
the same manner as in case of type = 0 till u becomes n*. When u = v*, there are two 
possible cases: 
Case 1. The label bz*, does not exist; 
Case 2. The label b,$ exists. 
In Case I, do (15)-(18): 
(15) Set 
hr* , h,* c the heads of the PQ-tree n* (if v* contains heads), 
0 +-- U(Ti., v*). 
If v* does not correspond to the turning vertex of Pi , then set 
0 t u u {h: , h;}. 
Reduce the PQ-tree v* by 0 such that at least one of the branching vertices in a* adjacent 
from vf is at an end of 27 and that at least one of the branching vertices in v* adjacent 
from vz is at the other end of 0, where, if a head of vj” and the head @ (resp. h:) of v* 
are adjacent to one and the same branching vertex, then proceed as if the head of vj* were 
adjacent to (a hypothetical branching vertex) hf (resp. h,*) in v*. 
(16) If di+(v,*) = di+(v$) = 1 and the set of the branching vertices adjacent from the 
heads of vc and that of the branching vertices adjacent from the heads of v$ coincide with 
each other, 
then let {b,*, bz} be the set of the branching vertices and 
if bf and b$ are not at the both ends of 8, 
then the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic, 
else, if the parent of the heads of vf and that of v$ are both P-vertices, 
then construct a new two-terminal tree t with h, and h, , the pair of the 
heads, and 6, and b, , the branching vertices; put Z(t) +- I($) (=Z(V$)); 
make the heads of v: (resp. v$) adjacent to b, and b, , respectively, by 
new arcs and also make the heads h, and h, of t adjacent to bz and b.$, 
respectively, by new arcs; proceed similarly as (3)-(13) for the case of 
type = 0; and reduce the PQ-graph Gi such that the elements of S*(rJ 
contained between uf and vc (resp. u.$ and v$) in Pi form a path with an 
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end-vertex corresponding to b, (resp. b,) in every graph generated by the 
PQ-graph Gi; 
else (suppose the parent of the heads of VT is a Q-vertex), 
reduce the PQ-graph Gi such that the elements of S*(ri) contained 
between u? and v: in Pi form a path with an end-vertex corresponding to 
a head of vc in every graph generated by Gi; let h, be the head of ac at an 
end of U(i(yi , ~)1*) and h, be the head of v$ which is not adjacent to the 
branching vertex adjacent from hi; and reduce the PQ-graph Gi such 
that the elements of S*(Y,) contained between uz and vz in Pi form a path 
with an end-vertex corresponding to h, in every graph generated by Gi. 
(17) If not the case of (16), 
then reduce the PQ-graph G, such that the elements of S*(Y~) contained 
between UC and vc (resp. uz and v.$) form a path in every graph generated by 
Gi and that the head of v? (resp. VT) which corresponds to an end-vertex of 
the path is adjacent to a branching vertex b, (resp. b,), where h, and b, are at 
the both ends of 0. 
(18) Insert a new branching vertex b$ (resp. b$) in z@ (resp. uf) such that bi*, (resp. 
62) is at the end of U(yi , UT) (req. U(Y, , u$)) opposite to a head of uf (resp. u$), and go 
to Step 4”. 
In Case 2, do (19): 
(19) If there is no head in vf or v$ which is adjacent to bi, , 
then the algorithm terminates and N is not graphic, 
else, proceed in a manner similar to Case 1 as follows: 
the PQ-graph Gi should be reduced such that the elements of S*(rj) 
contained between uf and v: and u$ and v$, respectively, form paths in 
every graph generated by Gi , where either of the two paths has an end- 
vertex corresponding to 6: and the other path is made be connected to the 
path formed by the elements of S*(ri) in the PQ-trees corresponding to 
the vertices, in Pi , between v* and the turning vertex of Pi . 
Go to Step 4”. 
(The end of the case of type = 2.) 
We can treat the cases of type f 0,2 in almost the same manner as the cases of type 0. 
2, so that we ommit their detail description. 
Tt should, however, be noted that by (B3) of Section 3 we exclude such a PQ-tree that 
the parent of a neutral Q-vertex is also a neutral Q-vertex. If there are not less than two 
PQ-trees, each of which has heads adjacent to the common two branching vertices of a 
neutral Q-vertex q of a PQ-tree Y and if the neutral Q-vertex q collapses, or is absorbed 
into the other Q-vertex, by a reduction of the PQ-tree Y such that one of the branching 
vertices of q should be at an end of some specified leaf subset of Y, then before the reduction 
we presuppose that there is one more neutral Q-vertex q’ which is the parent or a child of 
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(I) (II) 
FIG. 8. A reduction (II) of a PQ-graph (I) such that the set of elements 3 and 5 forms a path. 
q and to which the heads of a PQ-tree adjacent to r and relevant to the present reduction 
of the PQ-graph is made adjacent and that q remains neutral after the reduction. (See 
Fig. 8.) 
5. VALIDITYOFTHE ALGORITHMANDTHE~OMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
We shall give two theorems, one for the validity of the algorithm and the other for the 
computational complexity of the algorithm. Their proofs will also be given. (However, 
they should be considered as sketches of the proofs.) 
First, we show the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that the PQ-graph GC generates exactly all the graphs which 
have the fundamental circuit matrix Ni of rows r,, , rl ,..., rieI (1 < i < k) and that the 
matrix Ni,., of rows r,, , rl ,..., ri is graphic. Then the PQ-graph G,+l is constructed from Gi 
by Steps 3” and 4” and generates exactly all the graphs which have N,+l as the fundamental 
circuit matrix. 
Proof. First, we can easily show that all the graphs generated by the PQ-graph G,+r , 
if it is constructed, have N,+r as their fundamental circuit matrix. 
Next, let G,,, be an arbitrary graph which has Ni+, as its fundamental circuit matrix. 
Here, because of the assumption, at least one such graph exists. Then, delete from G,+r 
the edges of u(ri) and the cotree-edge ri (and isolated vertices, if any), and denote the 
resultant graph by GF. Since the graph GT has Ni as its fundamental circuit matrix, there 
exists a set of linear arrangements admissible for the PQ-trees in Gi which correspondingly 
yields the graph Gr by the procedure given by (Cl) and (C2) in Section 3. Because of 
the existence of such admissible linear arrangements for PQ-trees in Gi , we can easily see 
that the P&-graph G,+r is constructed by Steps 3” and 4”. Furthermore, since the path of 
the edge set, given by the union of o(rJ and the cotree-edge ri , in G,+r can be generated 
by the PQ-tree ri and since the heads of the PQ-tree ri are adjacent to the branching 
vertices which correspond to the end-vertices of the path of the edge set r(ri) in Gi,, , 
the graph Gi,, thus can be generated by the PQ-graph G+, . This completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
Note that the PQ-graph Gr constructed in Step 1” generates all the graphs which have 
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the fundamental circuit matrix of the row r,, alone. Hence, the correctness of the algorithm 
follows from Theorem 5.1. 
Next, we show the computational complexity. 
THEOREM 5.2. A running time required for the algorithm is at most O(VLU(V, k)), where v 
is the number of nonxero elements of the given (0, 1)-matrix N, k is the number of YOWS of N 
and a( ., .) is a junction de$ned by Tarjan [lo] in terms of Akermann’s junction. 
Proof Note that changing, according to (Bl) and (B2), the incidence relation of the 
arcs which connect distinct PQ-trees in the PQ-graph G, is equivalent to the operation of 
the union of disjoint subsets of the set of heads in Gi . We call such an operation a UNION. 
Furthermore, finding a brancing vertex adjacent from a head is equivalent to finding the 
label of the subset which contains the head. We call such an operation a FIND. In Step 
3 ‘- 1, if a vertex u (not a turning vertex) of Pi corresponds to a PQ-tree which contains no 
element of S*(r,), then a UNION is applied to a head of u in Step 3”-2. Hence, the number 
of FINDS performed till the end of the algorithm is at most O(Y). Therefore, by employing 
the UNION-FIND algorithm in [IO], the total running time required for the UNIONS 
and the FINDS is at most O(VCZ(V, k)). 
On the other hand, a total running time required for reducing PQ-trees is O(V) (cf. [3]), 
where it should be noted that the number of occurrences of PQ-trees which are vertices of 
P,‘s without containing any elements of S*(Y,) (z’ z 0, l,..., k - I) is bounded by 3k. 
This completes the proof. C&ED. 
Since, for practical values of v and k, 01(v, k) is not more than 3 [lo], we can solve the 
graph realization problem in a running time almost proportional to V, the number of 
nonzero elements of the given (0, I)-matrix N. 
6. EXAMPLES 
In the following examples, given (0, I)-matrices are connected and the rows are 
ordered such that they are sequentially connected. Furthermore, all the given (0, l)- 
matrices are graphic and, for each example, PQ-graphs G,‘s constructed in the course of 
carrying out the algorithm are shown together with a graph G,< having the fundamental 
circuit matrix as specified. In Figs. 9-11, an integer beside each PQ-tree denotes a label 
of the corresponding cotree-edge, and an integer with an asterisk a tree-edge contained in 
the next fundamental circuit. 
EXAMPLE 1 [6]. For a (0, I)-matrix N given by 
1 2 3 4 5 
see Fig. 9. 
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G,: (1 2 3*) 6 
G2: 6 
G3: 6 
FIG. 9. 
G, : (1) 6 
G2: 6 
G3: 6 
8 7 
G4: 
6 -------_ 
Example 1. 
G5: 
6 
Gs: 
$: 
FIG. 10. Example 2. 
EXAMPLE 2. For a (0, I)-matrix N given by 
1 2 3 4 5 
see Fig. 10. 
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G,: (1*6 
FIG. 11. Example 3. 
EXAMPLE 3. For a (0, I)-matrix N given by 
6 
7 
N= ; 
10 
11 
1 2 3 4 5 
/l 1 1 0 0’ 
1 1 0 1 0 
11001 
01100 
1 1 0 I 1 
\l 0 0 1 0 
see Fig. 11. Note that a two-terminal tree appears in the PQ-graph G, . 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We proposed an efficient algorithm for solving the graph-realization problem by means 
of PQ-graphs. The algorithm requires a running time almost proportional to the number 
of nonzero elements of a given (0, l)- matrix. The problem of determining whether or not 
there exists a linear-time solution algorithm is left open. 
Finally, it should be noted that, when a (0, I)-matrix N is graphic, the finally obtained 
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PQ-graph Gk expresses the structure of the set of the two-terminal subgraphs [14] of 
graphs which have N as the fundamental circuit matrix and that we can easily determine 
such a structure from the PQ-graph Gk . 
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